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ABSTRACT

If the fruits of education have to reach the common man, then the education system must be adequately and properly administered. The present study discusses the laws and policies applicable to the full state of Madhya-Pradesh however; the empirical study is covering solely ten districts of Madhya Pradesh. Thus same inferences might not be drawn for different states additionally. This study additionally suffers from a limitation to grasp specifically whether or not the changes happening within the education sector square measure completely because of privatization and globalisation or development or the other connected development.

The whole study is to analyse however and why right to education became an elementary Right; to review the Constitutional standing and laws regulation education; to look at the institutional framework of academic system for maintaining education standards; to check the tutorial inputs of state and personal schools; to review the impact of privatization and globalisation on the social control of right to education and to recommend remedial measures The education system in geographic area couldn't develop because of ineffective implementation of instructional policies; Right to education became an elementary right owing to neo-liberal economic policies, judicial intervention and numerous international efforts; and the positive impact of privatization and globalisation on education in India are the hypothesizes which were checked through this study. The analysis was conducted by using doctrine as well as non-doctrinal ways.

The non-doctrinal half was carried by following the empirical technique and information for analysis was collected through primary source of assorted government and personal faculties of Madhya-Pradesh division. Various secondary sources like census, official reports,
information from official websites, Department of Education Govt. of India; etc. were additionally used. The information collected was analysed and taken by victimisation quantitative relation based mostly analysis. The regression technique was additionally used to draw major inferences. The whole study was evaluated critically and considerable suggestions were submitted to improve the educational system in Madhya-Pradesh by framing and implementing the policies in consonance with specific critical conditions in Madhya-Pradesh viz. international developments in the field of education.

**INTRODUCTION**

The education in India is at crossroads. Its liberal and secular character and content, carefully nourished during the last fifty years, despite several vicissitudes, is now undergoing fundamental transformation. Trying to the functioning of the establishments of education in India, it's not up to the mark. The question isn't of mere accomplishment; the specified objectives ought to be achieved. India has not achieved excellence even in an exceedingly single field of information to this point. It has not been able to manufacture doctors, engineers and alternative professionals of national repute in expected numbers. Just up to early 1990’s, a decent variety of scholars weren't obtaining listed in faculties. Due to such a lot of reasons, chief amongst that were financial condition and lack of motivation amongst oldsters in rural populations. Even those that get listed, majority among them weren't finishing their education however leave it as dropouts before finishing their basic education. The government’s indifferent angle towards the event of personal sector has aggravated the matter as virtually everyone has confined his goal to secure a government job no matter his ability or remuneration and career prospects. The Government ought to have evaluated the policies and enforce those when necessary modifications if were required. It ought to have consolidated and distended the horizons of education and data which could have helped them to progress in all told fields of life each spiritually and materially. It instead publicised during a new part of human misery. The division of activities of educated and uneducated is disappearing rapidly. Most outrageously, the supreme creation has fallen below the standards of spiteful nature. The importance of education is rising day by day. Technological advances, modern life standards require well educated, proficient people around the world. Moreover, education is seen as an
important tool to reach economic achievement for the countries. Hence, many governments try to succeed in the education sector, by trying to develop it. In respect of human rights education at the university level, by the end of March 2000, degree courses had been introduced in the Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh; the Cochin University of Science and Technology Cochin the Andhra University, Visakapatanam University, the MS University of Baroda, Vadodara, the Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi and the ShriVenateshwara University, Tirupati. Diploma course on Human Rights had been introduced in the University of Mumbai, the Nagpur University, the JamiaMilliaIslamia University, New Delhi, the Saurasjtra University, Rajkot, the University of Madras, Chennai, the University of Jammu etc. Gauhati University has been a pioneer having introduced it at the Post Graduate level a decade back since 1992. For a long time and till recently, the study and concern about human rights remained largely confirmed to international lawyers, diplomats and statesmen. It is only in the recent decades these rights are becoming subjects of concern for national lawyers, activists, reformers, policy makers and other citizenry. It hardly needs stressing that the human rights education is a powerful means of influencing and bringing attitudinal change in the citizens in general as well as professional groups in particular. Without education one cannot see beyond their narrow surroundings and their selves to the reality of global interdependence.

In the field of education, ‘privatization’ as a trend was not the consequence of disinvestment. Rather, this trend owes its growth to the amazing growth of private organizations in the field of education. In order to hap the constitutional goals of education the perfect technique was to produce academic facilities in every and each habitation together with far-flung rural areas. However, sadly this wasn't economically possible. Therefore, it absolutely was determined at the Union level that the priority of creating provision for this facility, for any habitation was selected, the idea of population of the habitation and also the distance at that the power was accessible.

**FINDINGS**

To analyse the impact of the globalization and privatization and commercialisation on the education system based on the existing available data, also tried to find out the trend of private school establishments in the 1977 -2017 periods by using a time series data on two variables –
The total number of private schools and number of new schools established from 1977 to 2017 in Madhya-Pradesh division. The data for 40 years’ time period is shown in table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total no. Of schools</th>
<th>No. Of New School</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total No.of School</th>
<th>No. of New School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1172</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1221</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1263</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1335</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1510</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1659</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1729</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1808</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2024</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2084</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>2135</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2199</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>834</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A cursory look at the figure reveals that total number of schools up to 1995 is below 500; however, right after 1995 there has been a sharp increase in the number of private schools. It is evident that number of new schools established per year prior to 1995 are below 50 schools, however after 1995 the number of new schools established per year are on an average above 50 schools; again showing a structural shift in the period. During 1996, the armed conflict started, resulting into crackdowns, lockouts, protests etc. because of which the govt. Schools remained closed for longer durations. It triggered the emergence and establishment of new private schools in the state. A trend line was fit using regression analysis for whole time period (1977-2017) on ‘total number of schools’

Thus from above analysis it is clear that growth of schools witnessed a sharp increase.

Besides these some other changes are summarized below which are mainly attributed to the free flow of information and technology

- Emergence of personal faculties with names imitated from western education system like Convents, Oxfords, Harvards, Presentation faculties etc.
- Shift to English medium personal faculties from typical Hindi medium faculties became synonymous with the standard of education.
• The thought of tri-polar method i.e. education isn't a relation between teacher and student solely however oldsters too are concerned in. It is attributable to the advancement within the kid psychological studies. This idea reached to the individuals at grass root level in a very short span of time in the main due to the knowledge technology developments. Within the last one decade a lot of and a lot of oldsters actively participated within the method of education of their wards. Earlier most of the oldsters were considering that their role involves and finishes once they admit their ward within the college. Today's oldsters are needed to see the varsity diary one day after other and got to guide and assist the kid within the completion of his/her schoolwork. Oldsters are created to sign the diary only when the work is complete.

• The native language was utilized by the scholars and experts to converse with one another within the college husking a number of high rank personal schools; but, over the amount of time native language is confined to government run faculties and few caliber personal faculties solely. Presently, all the youngsters in most of the personal faculties even in villages are mistreatment English in their communication with each other.

• A Harvard Economist, Dani Rodrik, in a book —*Has Globalisation Gone Too Far?* published by the Institute for International Economics in Washington D.C., says that the globalization is exposing a deep fault line between groups who have the skills and mobility to flourish in global markets and those who either don’t have these advantages or perceive the expansion of unregulated markets as unfavourable to social stability and deeply held norms. The result is severe tension between the market and social groups such as workers, pensioners and environmentalists, with governments struck in the middle.

• The entire education system is built upon the keystone of the teacher and we have a large number of teachers in Madhya-Pradesh with only 10+2 as their qualification. The whole world got revolutionized with latest technology and we have a great majority of teachers who don’t know how a mouse of a computer clicks. The new technologies have become so advanced that the companies are adopting it for their services and they are taking away the jobs of employees. This has become the main reason for many people in the world to be unemployed. Here in India even it is happening in our everyday lives. Every job is been exaggerated by the technology right from engineering to farming. Many of the business organizations are stepping up the swiftness of automations. One can find these automations.
even in Madhya-Pradesh, though yet restricted to university and college libraries only. These new technologies threaten even more job displacements in the future. Many of the employees are losing their jobs because they are not been introduced into those technological advancements and they also do not know how to use the new technology. This is the main motive why they are losing their jobs in huge numbers. So, how can the problem of unemployment due to technology be solved? The only solution to eradicate this problem is that it is the duty of the education system to make the present students aware of the new technology and make them modernized about them. However, it is not possible without a earnest intervention of government. But can we look ahead to that our government will give us such bliss? One wonders how we can survive if present state of affairs continues. I was shocked last time when the State Education Minister said —‘I have so far failed to understand the nature of functioning of the ZRPs and CRPs, under Sarva ShikshaAbhiyan (SSA).’ It appears that he is having hardly any conception for education or its quality. Pointless to tell that Madhya-Pradesh has improved a lot quantitatively but quality wise it is still far-away. If somewhat has eminence, it is perceived as being less reachable than a variant of the same object, which lacks quality.

Given this inference, it is hardly surprising that in the long history of education, the anxiety to ensure quality has surfaced relatively recently, against the background of universal access. Another important thing we must keep in mind is that rhetoric has not always been matched with action. There were clear directives in terms of recommendations from the international organizations that in order to succeed, provide —Education forAll, however in case of Madhya-Pradesh it appears to have been reduced to —schooling for all.

CONCLUSIONS

- During the phase of 2001 and 2011, the skill rates within the state have raised by concerning 14 percent however Madhya-Pradesh still continues to be one among the educationally backward states of India.
The institutional infrastructure within the state has improved significantly, nevertheless there square measure range of faculties that square measure functioning in rented buildings in broken-down conditions and lots of categories ought to share one space.

The Gross entry ratios have reached over ninety fifth each at primary and higher primary levels however the scholars of fourth commonplace in Madhya-Pradesh cannot scan the text books of ordinal commonplace showing thereby the abominably low performance.

Though the mostly rural populations peopled in central is supplied with schooling facilities, nevertheless its quality is just too low to be a progressive world subject.

Although the 3 regions of the State- Indore, Bhopal and Gwalior square measure components of a similar state, nevertheless differential treatment in providing the tutorial facilities square measure crystal clear among the 3 regions.

The government has enacted law on mandatory education long before in 1930 A.D, nevertheless the state is way off from the conclusion of the universal instruction.

There square measure strict laws to manage development of education, nevertheless it's on the increase.

There square measure comprehensive and specific laws on scrutiny, nevertheless colleges even in cities and well-connected areas stay unrestrained.

There square measure specific directive to supply universal instruction to all or any the youngsters within the cohort of half-dozen to fourteen in a very fastened fundamental quantity, nevertheless the point in time to satisfy them isn't within the cite.

The elementary rights chapter within the Indian Constitution is although accessible to the Madhya-Pradesh voters, nevertheless the proper to education in Madhya-Pradesh remains continued to be a mere statutory right.

The Madhya-Pradesh Board of faculty Education is control body for college education mandated to inflict the courses of directions, device curricula, frame the syllabi and inflict textbooks for college education, nevertheless it's no institutionalized educational structure and experience for managing the instruction.

Although there's one State Institute of Education and 10 District Institutes of Education and coaching in Madhya-Pradesh province to supply educational and resource support to satisfy the Constitutional imperative of the free and mandatory education, nevertheless
they're not having a zealous college to develop the desired experience and conduct the analysis to beat the impediments within the manner of universalizing the instruction.

- The authorities has spent immense amounts of cash on suggesting the measures to reorganize the Education Department, nonetheless it's didn't bring home the bacon abundant success.

- The government has adopted the policy of making ready the information sheets for numerous programmes and schemes to make sure correct implementation and analysis, nonetheless academics square measure engaged to arrange them going no time for teaching and concentrating on issues that become hurdles in realizing the objectives of those programmes.

- The standard of education provided in each government and personal faculties is dismal. Significant numbers of faculties fail to fulfil the fundamental needs as arranged down in Madhya-Pradesh state education rules, 2010.

- Comparatively personal faculties square measure higher positioned in terms of availableness of infrastructure and alternative amenities.

- Numerous factors influenced the tutorial policies of Asian nation notably within the post reform amount like international setting, domestic wants, resource availableness and plenty of additional.

- International factors like: ranking of states on the idea of HDI by UNDP within which one among the vital element is gross incoming ratio; several international conventions and declarations, were Asian nation was a human member influenced the domestic policy arena. Asian nation increased the tutorial polices in tune with the worldwide setting and launched numerous flagship programmes within the post reform amount. On the legal front Right to Education became a elementary right with due pressure from these efforts viz-a-viz being the domestic demand. Neoliberal economic policies, judicial intervention and numerous international efforts vie their role in creating Right to Education a elementary right.

- Concerning the visible impact of globalisation on Madhya-Pradesh the statistic information discovered that there's structural break within the trend showing significant rise within the personal faculties within the post reform amount. Average increase within the variety of faculties in 20 years before economic reforms (1977-90) was twenty
seven.61 faculties each year, as foreseen by the slope of curve. Average increase within the variety of faculties in 20 years post economic reform amount (1991-2010) is seventy one.60 faculties each year.

- Besides some qualitative changes were additionally witnessed at gross root level which can be attributed to the method of globalisation. Distinguished among them square measure changes within the info, amendment within the medium of instruction, imitation of western faculty names and functioning.

SUGGESTIONS

- The division corruption is that the biggest challenge in geographical region in creating the state 100% literate. It may be overcome by strict implementation of laws.
- Each non-public and government colleges ought to complement one another to realize the long run goals of universalisation of quality of education.
- The restrictive mechanism got to be efficient for personal colleges to take care of the standard of education at cheap prices.
- Efforts ought to be created to bring down the difference within the access and accessibility of quality education.
- Government ought to go back its policies and convey coherence of those policies with the constitutional obligations of the state. The new policies shouldn't be distinction to the prevailing ones rather they ought to consolidate the already out there bunch of policies.
- Education ought to be created basic right in geographical region to form the state chargeable for its dissemination.
- The need to implement Article 21 A of the Constitution of India in letter and spirit.
- Teaching employees shouldn't be engaged with non-teaching activities.
- Periodical refresher courses for academics ought to be unionised.
- The minimum qualification for appointment of academics ought to be graduation and B. Ed.
- Elevation to body posts like CEO, ZEO etc. ought to be supported benefit and not on mere seniority.